“URGENT BUY ALERT”
From Shawn Ambrosino of M3 Profit Accelerator

GAME ON!

are buying up as much Stevia as they can. Their Only Problem? They need more…and STEV has it!!

The market for sugar substitute, stevia, is exploding…grabbing a $10 Billion piece of the artificial sweetener industry. Stevia Corp. (STEV) is the front runner of only a handful of companies ready to return huge gains – giving you the chance at 770% profits in mere months.

Greetings,

Whether we realize it or not, there’s a war going on inside the United States, and we see casualties on an almost daily basis.

The battle against childhood diabetes and obesity is reaching epic proportions...

And sugar and corn syrup based treats have become public enemy #1, while chemical based sweeteners like sacharan, aspartame and Splenda™ have been hailed as heroes.

But, until now, researchers and scientists haven’t been able to fill the sickly sweet shoes of the two reigning kings…
The rise of stevia is about to change all of that, giving us the chance to profit big!

You see, with stevia, we can get all of the natural goodness of sugar, with none of the guilt, and none of the chemical-like aftertaste that many of the artificial sweeteners produce, and it’s becoming a booming industry.

Get this, stevia already accounts for 40% of the Japanese market for sweeteners…

So, it’s easy to see why stevia is forcing many of today’s biggest names in the food and beverage industry like Coca Cola, Pepsi and Nestle away from sugar and chemically altered sweeteners, and moving towards all-natural stevia.

But there is one catch...

Unlike both sugar and other artificial sweeteners, there hasn’t been away to mass produce stevia in the quantities needed for it to become the “new sugar”...

Until now.

Because thanks to an agreement with the Vietnamese government, Stevia Corp is laying the groundwork to become the #1 producer of stevia in the world.

I don’t need to point out how big this accomplishment is.

And with a distribution agreement with established stevia giant, PureCircle it won’t be long till STEV surpasses their competitors like GLG LIFETECH…

Giving us the chance to grab 770% profits!

And because it's trading at just pennies on the dollar, we could watch as a meager $5,000 investment blossoms to $38,500 or $10,000 explodes to $77,000 all before the first harvest!

Hi, my name is Shawn, analyst of the M3 Profit Accelerator, and I’m going to state this as boldly and clearly as I can…

I believe STEV could be one of the biggest stocks of 2011.
By becoming the #1 producer of stevia on the planet, acting on STEV now, means we’re getting in at the proverbial ground floor of a company set to conquer 20% of a $50 Billion industry.

And here’s why…

**The “New Sugar”: Why Stevia’s Looking To Grab $10 Billion Worth Of Their Industry**

As one of the staples of the Western diet, sugar is found in many of the foods produced for both human and animal consumption…

But as good as sugar tastes, its impact on our health can be staggering – obesity, diabetes, tooth decay – sugar intake is a cause in all three of these diseases.

That’s why for decades now, scientists and nutritionalists alike have been searching for a healthy yet tasty alternative to our sweet addiction.

There have been many contenders to the throne…

Sacharin, aspartame and even Splenda™ have all been contenders in their time, but their chemically altered formulas can leave an aftertaste in your mouth that is less than pleasant, not to mention research that seems to come out on a daily basis showing these choices are WORSE than sugar itself!

The natural side has had a few up and comers too, as even now you can buy Agave nectar at your local grocery or health food store…

But whether natural or formulated, nothing could pack the punch of sugar…

Until now.

While Stevia was discovered a few decades ago, it’s only now making an impact in the Western hemisphere.

Stevia has been wildly popular in Japan as a sweet alternative to sugar for decades…

And as a sweetener and sugar substitute, stevia’s taste has a slower onset and longer duration than that of sugar, and without the dangerous spike to insulin levels that ingesting sugar carries with it.

Which is why some of today’s biggest names like Coke, Pepsi and Nestle are scrambling to get as much of this rare crop as they can, because the winner in this race will hold the key to getting rid of sugar altogether…

Effectively changing almost every product these giants sell into a healthy alternative to their competitors.

With news like this, you may be asking why Japan would have such a head start on stevia, and the answer is simple…
Access.

Being right off the coast of China gives them access to some of the best crops on the planet, though as you’ll see, they can’t get enough!

And it’s this shortage of supply that could mean millions or even Billions to the company’s bottom line. But there is just one small hiccup on that pathway to profits…

They Can’t Buy Enough – And That’s Great News For Us!

Yes, the biggest obstacle facing these titans of American commerce is supply…

Because of stevia’s environmentally delicate nature, it’s a hard plant to mass cultivate.

So, no matter how badly Coke, Pepsi and Nestle may want to shift from sugar to stevia, they wouldn’t be able to...

There just isn’t enough stevia available for them to do so.

Which is exactly where Stevia Corp (STEV) comes in.

As we speak, STEV is working intensely with the Vietnamese government, setting up advanced and working stevia farms throughout the country...

This has never been done before

Up until now, stevia has been bought from small, independent farms without the means to produce enough stevia to supply just one of the major companies we’ve talked about, let alone all three.

But STEV is about to change all of that.

By being able to produce and sell enough of the sugar substitute to any of the companies I’ve mentioned, STEV is a virtual lock for stock superstardom.

They figuratively and almost literally hold the key to Billions in future profits as they are setting themselves up to be the #1 producer of stevia on the planet!

For shareholders, this could very well mean that share prices could soar from about $1 to $7.70 before the first leaf is harvested!

I’m confident that STEV is about to create a whole new generation of wealth, as they already hold an ace in their hand…

A Huge Piece To The Profit Puzzle – STEV’s Already Signed Distribution Deal

Up until now, there have been two names worth mentioning in the world of stevia…
GLG LIFETECH and PureCircle.

Of the two, PureCircle is not only the more valuable of the two, they’re one of the, if not thee, biggest distributor of stevia in the world...

And STEV has a signed exclusive agreement to sell their entire crop to them, letting PureCircle take over on the distribution end of supplying the planet with stevia.

This is big. No...this is huge!

To put this agreement into perspective, STEV’s signed agreement with PureCircle is like Goodyear having exclusive rights to the world’s biggest rubber producer.

The impact an agreement like this has on share prices is staggering.
that the consumption of refined sugar is detrimental to the health of people without diabetes and disastrous for those with it.

Even scarier is the fact that excess sugar in the blood can cause the onset of type 2 diabetes.

But what is diabetes?

Well, according to Dr. Bruce Fife, every cell in our bodies must have a constant source of glucose in order to fuel metabolism. Our cells use glucose to power processes such as growth and repair. When we eat a meal the digestive system converts much of our food into glucose, which is released into the bloodstream. The hormone insulin, which is secreted by the pancreas gland, moves glucose from the blood and funnels it into the insulin response…

And sugar’s impact can be deadly to those with diabetes, as it can causes irregularities in the insulin response…

Which is why people have been searching for an alternative to this potentially dangerous food, and stevia might be the missing link needed to win the war against diabetes.

Because while stevia is 300 times sweeter than sugar, it has almost zero effect on insulin levels, causing some to label stevia the “new sugar”.

It’s just one of the reasons that investors see endless possibilities in the herb.

And just one of the reasons why I believe that STEV is destined for greatness!

It’s one of the biggest reasons that experts see 770% gains for those who have the foresight to act on STEV now…

Because while STEV has yet to produce their 1st harvest, every single leaf has already been bought.

In plain English, their entire supply is sold out!

That’s 100% of the plants that STEV cultivates are already spoken for.

And it doesn’t take a rocket scientist to see what this means for STEV, let alone its shareholders…

“Coke and Pepsi Stoked for Stevia”

At 770%, a modest $5,000 explodes into $38,500 and $10,000 multiplies to $77,000 – all possible within the next 4 months!

Amazing…

“It’s like owning Coke, Pepsi and Nestle…combined!”

Now, I know I’ve mentioned these three company’s names a few times so far, but there’s a reason for that…

I need you to see how big the profit opportunity before you truly is.

Because STEV could very well end up being the source of the sweetener that all three of these giants begin incorporating stevia into their iconic brands.
How valuable do you think STEV becomes when something like this happens?

It’s entirely possible that by being the single supplier for these companies, STEV could very well become one of the most instrumental and lucrative companies to hold in your portfolio...

Because by doing so, it would be similar to owning a piece of all of them combined.

Talk about security...

However, there’s more to the story than just being the world’s top supplier of stevia!

✈️ Buyout Alert! Why 770% Could Be Just A Drop In The Bucket

STEV is in a unique position... 

Because by becoming the biggest stevia producer on the planet, this forward thinking company would draw themselves a lot of attention.

We’ve mentioned Coke, Pepsi and Nestle...

I’ve also mentioned stevia titans PureCircle and GLG LIFETECH...

Now, imagine if one of these companies decided they wanted to “skip the middleman” and gobble up Stevia Corp. for themselves – that one move would set the mup as the true stevia powerhouse – and STEV shareholders get the chance to walk away from the table incredibly wealthy!

But...

What happens when more than one of these companies decides it wants STEV for itself?

Exactly, a high-priced and aggressive bidding war could break out...

Meaning that those 770% gains that we’re already looking at, could double or even triple by the time the dust settles.

With that big of a gain, you could pack half of that cash away for a rainy day, then, you could take the rest and spend it however you wanted to...

Whether that meant a trip to some exotic location or buying that dream car you’ve always wanted.

The decision is yours!

All with one strategic trade...

That’s what shareholders of STEV could be seeing happen in the very near future, the only question is:

Will you be there to profit?
Stevia Like “Sweet Gold” – Commodities 
Investors Chomping At The Bit

By holding the key to defeating diabetes and battling obesity, it’s only a matter of time till stevia takes its place among the elite in the commodities game.

And while I can’t answer how long this is going to take, I can say without any doubt, that it’s already on its way there.

You see, because the crops of this highly sought after plant are low in supply and the demand is so big, the amount companies like Pepsi, Coke and Nestle will pay is only going to go up.

Which is important for us to keep in mind, because with inflation recently raising its ugly head, investors are scrambling like mad for those commodity safe havens...

And with gold prices at historic highs, there aren’t many more attractive buying opportunities than stevia.

With commodities surging, the value of many currencies drop...

What that means for STEV, is that the plants that companies buy even six months from now, will cost significantly more than it does today.

Driving share prices through the roof!

But here’s the kicker...

Even if inflation is magically held at bay, STEV could still see stock prices soar, as demand for the rare plant will continue to rise as stevia’s reputation for being a healthy and tasty alternative to sugar gains more and more steam!

This makes stevia practically Recession proof!!

It’s a rare thing to find such safety in such a profitable investment...

But STEV is offering us exactly that!

Stop Reading! Call Your Broker…NOW!

As I’ve already proven, STEV could very well be on its way to stock superstardom by becoming the #1 producer of stevia in the world.

This fact alone could have shareholders staring down a 770% gain with just this one trade!

Do yourself a favor, put this down and consider calling your broker now!

Because by doing so, you’re not only securing your chance at 770% profits...

But if a high priced bidding war breaks out among any of the companies I’ve mentioned earlier, those
percentage gains could triple!!

Imagine watching the shares you buy today for just about $1 could soon become $7.70 as Coke, Pepsi, Nestle, PureCircle or GLG LIFETECH duke it out to own STEV...

But just in case you’re not convinced yet, there’s one more profit avenue for this truly amazing company.

**The Patent That Could Send STEV (And Our Profits) To The Moon!**

Patents are proven moneymakers.

Because as you may already know, having rights to the patent of an incredible product gives you the power to name your price to those looking to use, market or even manufacture your creation...

And as far as patents go, STEV has the licensing rights to a doozie.

You see, while it’s extremely hard to patent a particular strain of plant, it’s even harder to figure out the right formula for something that helps these plants not only to survive, but to thrive.

Well, STEV has formulated **an incredible fertilizer** that could revolutionize the entire industry as we know it. By making crop sizes substantially larger – like a customized “Miracle Grow” for stevia – STEV becomes a leader in their market.

The best part is, they also own the licensing rights to the patent on it!

Talk about your smart plays...

As soon as word gets out (and if you’re reading this, it’s already beginning to happen!) stevia producers from all around the world will come knocking on STEV’s door!

And if they want to play ball, they’re going to have to pay STEV to use this formulation!

Which means even more $$$ in STEV’s coffers.

Which means even more $$$ in STEV shareholder’s pockets!

And just another reason why so many people are expecting such big things from STEV...

Because with so many of the right pieces in play, it’s only a matter of time till we read about Stevia Corp. in the Wall Street Journal, except by then, it’ll be too late!

If you want to profit now.

**Here’s What You Need To Do Next**

If you haven’t taken my earlier advice, I hope you do so now…
Put this down, and consider calling your broker or logging onto your online trading account now, and grab as many shares of STEV as you’re comfortable with.

Because by becoming the world’s top stevia producer, STEV could be giving you your chance at locking in 770% gains!

But I can’t make the call for you...

I’m simply handing you the keys to incredible profits, it’s up to you whether you’re ready to unlock the door.

But if you are, STEV is looking like the breakout stock of 2011, but you can only profit if you act now!

Do yourself a favor and don’t sit this one out...

Because when you read about them in Forbes or the WSJ, you’re going to wish you didn’t!

Make your move today!

To Your Future Wealth,

Shawn Ambrosino
Editor, M3 Profit Accelerator

PS. By giving you the chance at 770% gains by December 1st, STEV is shaping up to be one of my favorite commodity picks of 2011. By becoming the world’s top producer of stevia, STEV is uniquely positioned to offer us a chance and incredible profits! Don’t wait! Consider calling your broker and giving him this ticker symbol: STEV!!

PPS. Remember, as impressive as 770% gains are, if a high-priced and aggressive bidding war breaks out between Coke, Pepsi and Nestle, we could easily see that number tripled! That means the shares we buy today for just about $1, could easily hit $7.70 when all the dust settles.

"My Publisher Thinks I’m Crazy - But I Want To Give You $520 Worth Of My Best Research, Absolutely Free - Then Show You How To Multiply That Amount 10 Fold"

Yes, you read that right...

Not only am I giving you $520 worth of my most in-depth profitable research for FREE, but I’m guaranteeing you, it’ll be worth no less than $5,200 within the next 12 months.

Hi, my name is Eric Dickson, editor of Breakaway Stocks, and I’m making you this bold offer not out of blind charity, but because I know once you profit along side me, you’ll become a customer for life...
And from my prospective - that’s just good business.

To give you an example of the type of wealth multiplying profits you’ll have exclusive access to, have a look at what I’ve recently returned current subscribers:

**SWHC**: $2.61-$5.80 = **122% Gain**

**DRJ**: $0.84-$2.20 = **162% Gain**

**VMW**: $22.10-$89.18 = **303% Gain!!**

**TXN**: $14.77-$28.98 = **96% Gain**

**SSO**: $25.62-$45.70 = **78% Gain**

**CCIH**: $13.90-$30.70 = **121% Gain**

**WGMGY.PK**: $0.013-$0.03 = **131% Gain**

**BORN**: $7.10-$20.50 = **189% Gain**

Now to be fair I did have some losers during this period:

**ISSI**: $12.05-$9.15 = **24% Loss**

**OPTT**: $6.95-$6.71 = **3.5% Loss**

**STRL**: $14.80-$12.72 = **14% Loss**

On balance I think you’ll agree the good outweighs the bad.

See, the moment you sign up for your FREE subscription to *The Daily Market Beat* and *Small Cap Fortunes* you’ll get expert insights into *proven profit producing investment strategies* like:

- **ADRs** - Bank explosive profits from overseas markets - Singapore, Hong Kong, New Delhi, Sao Palo, you’ll be making money in every corner of the globe!
- **IPOs** - Get into the hottest investments on the market today BEFORE the street finds out tomorrow!
- **ETFs** - Want lightening fast returns without staring at a trading screen all day? You’ll find them here (we’ve got the countries leading expert to guide you!)
- **Penny Stocks** - From $0.1 to $0.25, it happens everyday - and it’s good enough to turn $5,000 into $125,000. Sound good? We’ll show you how!
- **Small Caps** - The fertile proven profit grounds of the Over-The-Counter market. This is where you’ll find a steady stream of triple-digit returns!
- **Commodities** - Oil, silver, gold, wheat, pork bellies, you name it - you’ll profit from it, regardless of if they go up or down!
- And $Much, $Much $More!

I urge you to take me up on this offer. I can’t promise you’ll ever see it again. Get your first fortune-building issue today!

The profits are mere moments away... Start now!
With the internet's most comprehensive newsletter, The Daily Market Beat and Small Cap Fortunes! With information and strategies on the hottest stocks tips and investing techniques... it will change the way to look at making money -
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